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this work is as a catalogue and reminder of riches possessed
though perhaps neglected of strengths familiar but possibly
unused they will likely want to review the writings of joseph
smith with new thirst and even to seek after the same source
as did the prophet perhaps the creation of such a desire would
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these brigham young university colleagues contribute another volume of a series that impressively integrates religious
ideals with the themes of world literature an educative venture
which president david 0 mckay has most effectively pioneered in his long career of writing and speaking this volume
concentrates on the meaning of happiness honesty forbearance
faith and love for the lesson work of the relief society in
itself a demonstration of the breadth of the LDS program of
personal development the method of presentation is vital
stressing the individual encounter and experience with the
literature and gospel themes thus presented the anthology
is selected with relevance and imagination ie the inclusion of
edward L hart s artful and touching to utah concise
background notes maintain an excellence in terms of context
and the inducement of provocative insight ie the suggestion
that the older brother in the parable of the prodigal son is
hardly the paragon of virtue that much discussion assumes him
to be not the least of the beneficiaries of this series might be
those who suppose that either the university or the church of
these authors stands for a restrictive religionism
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lectures offer the rare experience of efficiently
reading the main conclusions of america s greatest bible
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scholar judged by the scope of his skills and certainly one
of the few genuine intellectuals albright would prefer christian humanists produced by our pragmatic culture
in his forthright and unpretentious manner albright discusses the impact of archaeology and philology in making
more understandable the accurate sequence of old testament
canon izing greek analytical
literature his own skepticism at canonizing
thought without respecting ancient hebrew skills in thinking
and writing history and the implications of the double discovery of a proto christianity in the dead sea scrolls and a
perverted christianity in the gnostic documents evolving away
from second century orthodoxy on this last point albright
is emphatic in his conviction that informed students cannot now
date any new testament book beyond the first century on
these and other issues the person with traditional views of
authorship and dating of new testament literature will find
that the current age of discovery has been more favorable to
his views than to the liberalism that held the field before the
second world war
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hurd s guide illustrates the sheer volume of publication on
the bible in recent years identifying as it does hundreds of
books and articles that do nothing but list and evaluate
thousands more and all of this concerns basically the twenty
seven books of the new testament with most items listed appearing in the past two decades realizing that even scholars
today cannot tell the players without a program hurd adds
a valuable supplement of sixteen pages that itemizes sources
of biographical information on major writers confrontation
with this mass of scholarly production raises the question of its
possible use for one thing it is vain to look for some profess ional consensus which obviously does not exist in the cenfessional
over publish perhaps the fact that hurd features first
tury of overpublish
of all bibliographies of tools of study will underline the point
that no one is a bible scholar who merely reads the opinions of
bible scholars only the mastery of languages and historical

